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It's a long way to  a million, right? Of course it is. But do you really know  what a million looks like?  

If you'd like to see -- actually see, right now, with your own eyes -- what a million looks like, just

open this book.   Be prepared to learn some interesting things along the way.   Like how many shoe

boxes it would take to make a stack to Mount Everest.   And be prepared to do some number

wondering of your own.   But, most of all, be prepared to be amazed.   Because a million is a LOT of

dots.
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Grade 1-4Ã¢â‚¬â€œEnormous numbers are often difficult for children to conceptualize, but

Clements makes the process enjoyable. The book begins and ends with a single dot. In between,

readers not only view the other 999,998, but also pick up some fascinating tidbits of information.

Each page features an array of dots arranged in a rectangular shape with an illustration

superimposed on top, all set against a warm-hued background. One or two boxed facts help

readers visualize particular amounts, and the spreads have arrows pointing out how many dots

have been presented so far. The examples bring the concept home while reflecting kids' interests:

There are 525,600 minutes from one birthday to the next one or To eat 675,000 Hershey's bars, you

would have to eat one bar every two minutes, nonstop, for more than 234 days! Reed's humorous

and eye-catching digital artwork adds to the appeal. The phrase It's 238,857 miles from the Earth to



the moon is illustrated with a cow in space gear making its famous jump, while the fact that an arctic

tern will fly more than 650,000 miles in its lifetime shows a camera-toting bird complete with

Panama hat, suitcases, and passport clutched in wing. Pair this imaginative title with David M.

Schwartz's classic How Much Is a Million? (HarperCollins, 1985) for a tremendous math

lesson.Ã¢â‚¬â€œGrace Oliff, Ann Blanche Smith School, Hillsdale, NJ Copyright Ã‚Â© Reed

Business Information, a division of Reed Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

K-Gr. 3. With one million dots printed on its pages, this large-format picture book shows how big a

million really is. Along the way, the text and illustrations offer plenty to look at and think about

besides the rows and rows of tiny dots. On each page, Clements selects one number and connects

it to a numerical fact--for example, "The sooty tern can fly nonstop for 87,600 hours after it leaves

the nest--that's ten years on the wing!" A picture related to the idea is superimposed on the dots,

giving the colorful images a distinctive, pixilated look. While the pictures are often well conceived,

and the varied how-much, how-far, how-long, how-many factoids are diverting, the gee-whiz quality

of the numerical information loses some oomph along the way. Still, teachers will appreciate the

visual interpretation of the numerical concept. While this is not a replacement for David Schwartz's

How Much Is a Million (1985), it offers an alternate interpretation of the subject. Carolyn

PhelanCopyright Ã‚Â© American Library Association. All rights reserved

The book itself is terrific. Don't expect to get the poster with it. Some of these copies come with the

"1000000 dots" poster but it did not arrive with the book as I had hoped.

Although I'm not sure I could come up with a MILLION reasons why I like this book so much, here

are a few.1) Kids are FASCINATED with big numbers and the idea of a million dots running

throughout the entire book is very appealing. I'm sure there will be some brave souls determined to

count them all. (SPOILER: Clements does tell us it would take eleven and a half days to count each

dot, one by one. This could be the perfect book for the kids when traveling across the country!)2)

This isn't just page after page of boring ol' dots. Instead, Clements uses them as a background for

some nifty self-imposed images, which are quite whimsical and appealing to the eye.3) Each page

keeps a running total of the dots seen so far - how cool is that?4) Each page also features a random

dot number (which could be found on each particular page, if you are so inclined to count) and a fact

connected with that number. For example: DOT NUMBER 134,000 - "A person blinks about

134,000 times each week." DOT NUMBER 464,000 - "It would take 464,000 school-lunch cartons of



chocolate milk to fill a 20 x 40 ft. swimming pool. (Please pass the straws.)" And my personal

favorite....DOT NUMBER 675,000 - "Like chocolate? To eat 675,000 Hershey's bars, you would

have to eat one bar every two minutes, nonstop, for more than 234 days!"5) The colorful illustrations

in this book add so much, because without them, well, we're just looking at.......dots.6) So many

great random facts - perfect for impressing all your friends.7) The millionth dot even gets its own

page!

1 fact on the numerous facts on numbers is 186,282 is the exact speed of light per second.

I bought this book to use in my second grade classroom. The kids love it! They enjoy the artwork

and the interesting facts presented on each page. This book is a real winner!

Wonderful book for teching children to understand the concept of one million - whether it be people,

money, cars, etc. The book arrived promptly and I am more than pleased with the purchase and

transaction.

It was not what I was looking for. I was looking for dot to dot I could work on,
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